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ABSTRACT

This paper reports the results of model experiments '
designed to test hypotheses concerning the articu-
latory correlates of vowel reduction in Bulgarian.
It is concluded that reduction can be explained in
terms of neutralization of mandibular depression,
of lingual and labial canpensation for mandibular
variation, and of labial activity.

INTKDDJCI‘ION

Vowel reduction in Bulgarian is characterized, in
traditional terms, by raisifl and not by centrali-
zation. There is a reducing set /e,o,a/, whose re—
flexes merge with those of a non-reducing set
/i,u,a/ in unstressed syllables in informal speech
(/e/'—’[i], /o/-—>[u], /a/->[5]). The character
"5" denotes an [2] or [3]-like timbre.

The actual occurrence of vowel reduction in
everyday Bulgarian speech is subject to normative,
social and dialect constraints (1). Unstressed /a/
is reduced in all dialects. Conplete reduction of
both /e/ and /o/ is limited to eastern dialects,
but they are reduced to a varying extent elsewhere,
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Figure l
The freqiencies of F1 and F2 for stressed Vowels in iso-
lated words and in focused words in sentences. The large
variation in F2 for /u/ is related to consonant environ—
nent (high F2 with preceding dentals) .
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- depending on the formality- or the situation. The
reduction of /o/ is conmm in the qhia dialect,
but /e/ is frequently not reduced.

Figure 1 shows the F1 and F2 frequencies of the
vowels in fully stressed syllables, recorded by an
informant from the Sophia region. The examples of
/u/ with the highest F2 frequencies are preceded by
dental consmants. The position of /a/ is central
and midway between /e/ and /0/ (Fl about 350-450 Hz
and F2 about 1300-1600 Hz), agreeing with the tra- .
ditional analysis of the Bulgarian vowel systen
with /5/ as an "indeterminate“ _mi_d central vowel.

However, the well known correlation between tradi—
timal tongue feature usage and formant frequencies
does not express a causal relationship, since all
parts of the vocal tract contribute to each reso-
nance. me cannot deduce articulation by transla-
ting Fl into "height" and F2 into "backness". Fur—
ther, it was formerly believed that a central
tongue position narrowed the Irouth channel at sane
point between the hard and soft palates, but this
is not substantiated by midsagittal x—ray profiles
(2,3). Instead, the vocal tract is narrowed at one
of four locations: along the hard palate for [i_e]
and [wag—like vowels, along the soft palate for
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Figure 2
The frequencies of F1 and F2 for unstressed /e,a.o/ in
isolated words, conpared with the stressed vowel areas
(Fig. l). The variation of F2 for /o/ is related to con-
sonant emit-mt.
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combined modification is illustrated at B in
Fig. 5. ‘
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A further possible reduction effect is neutraliza-
tion of lip spreading (C in Fig. 5).

Palatal /e/

The same variation of jaw opening between 14 and 6
nm with perfect lingual compensation for /_e/ is il-

' ' ' ' lustrated at D in Fig. 6. This maintains an ideal
. _- ' ' , degree of palatal constriction. E in Fig. 6 illus— ‘

'7 - - V. . - . "M ' . trates the same mandibular reduction, but without
a. . - . : ~ . "‘" ' Figure 5 V, lingual canpensation (the narrower palatal passage

" f ‘ i. I - '- ‘ ' ‘i ‘ . . . . F1“: ' ' . “OdePEd j?” °PeniP9 Verietim,14‘6" "m in 3'? /e/'1ike due to the higher mandible position is not correc-
' ’. ‘ ‘ V ‘°°°- - .. . - configuration: ‘31”? full lingual ”Wensauon.(m' "‘3 ted by lowering the the tongue). - Again, a further

' . ' . . .~- ' ‘ ""‘- V “ "' lingual ”Manon (5” and weakmed hp Spreadmg (C)' possible feature of vowel reduction is neutraliza-
figure 4 11 stressed and unstressed tion of lip spreading (F in Fig. 6).

t essed /i.u.§/ in Regressions of il/axrgngzerfigsaare divided into subclasses

The frequencies of F1 ended” 5:; tresstressed vowel areas /e,o,a[. t:"l'ne 0 ant envirormalt: word initial /0/ HF).

Itsrgéatfi. “mesagi: of :12 for IU/ is related to con- figfig velars (VEL). preceding dentals (DEN).

sonant envirormalt-

Figure 3

Pharmovelar /_o/_

The profile modifications for raising the mandible
th from 14 m to 6 nm with perfect labial and lingual

- ‘ re. r ct rofiles and then conwtmg e

[u-U] and [w]-like Vowels, 1“ the ‘Pper {ban f0 Of vocal tra p
. . Tn canpensation in /o/ (to maintain an ideal lip open—

. - for each new configuration: e ing and degree of pharyngeal narrowing) are illus-
d ]-1ike vowels, and 111 the lower Pilaf)?“x sonance frequenciidng manoeuvres to expernnent trated at G in Fig. 7. Mandibular reduction with-Efg;o][:a]£1ike vowels. rattorilzlzutffin: in detail at each example. The ge- out lingual or labial compensation, with reduced

. (4 5) 2:13]. principle is to deduce appropriate manoeuxlrres pharyngeal activity and weakened lip rounding is
E "nation of x—ray profiles by. TilflgoV/a/ and _ in each case from knowledge of spieeglagilyélo 09V shown at H in Fig. 7.

indicates that thihtgng‘qujfifikfizzmig. The and the structure of each vowel con 9 ' Figure 4 shows that reduced /o/ preceded by dental

/a[ lsdggt-demis that the jaw Opening is less The S rograp‘nic data in Figs, 2, 3 were obtained Figure 6 . . consonants in the informant's speech had a higher
main 1 5/ as in the similar difference between pe5c6t words recorded in isolation and in sen- modelled jaw opening variation 14-6 nm in an /e/-11ke F2, which is probably due to the tongue blade re-
open for /. ' d between [0] and [u] . The Spear-'31 from h 'n focal and nonfocal positions (6)- configuration: with full lingual canpensation. (D). no naining elevated in /o/. This modification is il—
[81 and [El-bane manoeuvres will be tested in the tences, box-dings were analysed using an IPC method. lingual carpensation (E), and weakened lip Spreadmg (F)-
effects 0 es - 'me reco

model experiments' The trends of the gradual Spegzlraléufign’sgions fig

' to e uced .

Figure 2 shows how reduction Of /e,o,a/ Shift-:1}: ti: giigfifigpifiggiinear regressions in Fig-
trastive spectra

and F2 well beyond the con

lustrated at I in Fig. 7.

RESILTS
, imam is to reproduce

'11 many cases causing coalescence 4. The 311“ 9f the moist ecxpetizg seizcted manoeuvres The results of the model experiments are recorded
accented vwels' 1 ' 1 The reduction recorded the regreSSIOnS by 5 ra 11k mines. in Fig. 8.

With /i'u'ééirest§ef;it{ev:xzent to which this infor- fron complete [e]. [a] and [o]— e P C;

in “9' 2 re ec ' and avoided reduction- . - for sane 15 . .--':--.. Full mneation
nant has respfiguginng: recordings of the word Analysis of published radiogrifi‘uégrdata . h 15' /’ ——-—

This was ‘32:: 0th? words were placed in sentences, languages (7) indicates tha I Luau “a”? 8
lists. . ' ' 11y depressed .. but /e/ typically re- the mandible is usua ngs to

thgreeawasméirerzzigtafinl Figure 3 shows that the run, typically to about 10 mn. Larger °Pem '
mam '

With full lingual canpensation for mandibular vari—

e in public speak‘

tra of weak / i u,‘é/ are similar to those of the say 15 m, would occur for exampl
spec '

ation 14-6 1111'! (and labial compensation in /o/), the
vowel spectra ranained in the respective contras-

' . 1d occur in mtbllngo tive areas ofthe nonreduced vowels (A, D, G; corn—
respective stressed forms. am.llys;::1:rmopeenmnlms 52:5 for mandibular varl- pare /a,e,o/ in Fig. 1). This illustrates thesua . . . . .

- ' ex lanations for this pattern of ation by maintaining a suitable degree 2:33:15“! 2% immigs glae nomgfatgezatggibuigizgggtlgg
Poseible phonetgc (ii; relaxed articulatory control, of the Palatal passage, of the velar pa stressed vowels in speech. .reductien' :ncgtgiculatory oanponents of the nonre- the pharynx, as the case may b6-
neutega till-We? and leading to a continuous transition Figure -, E lingual meetion

geiween unreduced and fully reduced forms. Alterna- Primal /a/ Modelled jaw opening variation 14-6 In in an /o/-1i.ke

tively (ii) switching between integral articula— . _ t x , es the effect of varying configuration: with full lingual (G) and labial conpensa- The simulated reduction of /a/ (B in Fig. 8) corn—
tions by substituting differeht mfiwegsendwfld '1't f3: gifl; 14 to 6 nm with full linggal $03; anneal summation (H): and elevated mm pages well with the /a/ regression in Fig. 4- The. . n r uc - . . e— a . ' _

led t° “are; 13.1";12:331., by its nature. empensation in order to maintain. the egalitarian is 2’32: mmh oefliigmreiufiiéaefiiiaflficfinsfi;
reduced'fg?“s' Phofiological aCCO‘JM-S are 313°! for gree 0f pharyngeal narrowing. This modi 1 smaller jaw opening shifted F1 and F2 in the
categorlégce. categoricaL The sped-rel regressions illustrated at A 1“ Fig. 5‘ direction of the observed regression.
$23.2; nonreduced and fully reduced /e,o,a/ in . t lingual ognpensa‘ ‘Fig 2 support explanation (i). The nest experimmt assigned thieduction (the W The Simulated reduction of /e/ (E in Fig. 8)- man is turned off urlngth pha at close! . ddifted the spectrum towards an [iJ-like vowel, but

would mttbe drawn mekfizztiikeiy characteristieof with a_ high F? rather than with the lower F2 exhi-MODEL EDCPERIMENTS ‘ 33 M72502: thatmthe typical pha eal ”tint: bited by the informant (Figs. 2, 4).
~ need “”3. t i c .

The spectral consequences of selected articulatory is weakened. Both of these features Will resu .

manoeuvres are studied by mnimlating the contours a wider pharynx and narrower P3131331 passage-
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figure 8
The malts of the modelled a‘ticslatcry modificatia‘s
(figs. 5-7). 5:3: wise: with the mists observed
in L‘s inm's sveedx (Sig. 4).

PP. sinistei :31e of [0/ (7-1 in Fig. 8)
cal-pines well with the regression for /c/ geoeded
by velar anteater-gs (fig. 4).

Weekend 11:23 sz‘reeiifi

"2-D experinerxs also assume-:1 weakened lip greacli‘g
5:: the agreed—lip voaels /e,a/. "The resslts a:e
We: at E‘ 5:11 C resgzectively in fig. 8. Cat!-
gvarei with S at! E. F215 lunar. Bcchaanic
shift the /a.’ specu‘a taaris the [Ta] ass. 3::
/e,-’. the hBi‘CiZ-ai lig greeting (5‘) Kiss the g’e,’
mix cheese: in the inferrant's spa-3:11
(53.35. 2.4).

Elevated tonne blaie—._.._—

the final experim adiei an elevated mas blade
2:) the simiatei redzxticns cf [3/ . he result. il-
lzstzated a: I in fig. 8. is ahigl'er 5‘2 angered
with 3. This outperes well with the regressim fcr
.I’o/ preceded by dental carscrazts (fig. 4}.

2133.582): 3GB 331125113

{he a:':ic.:lat:ry bani-€312: :ndellei t1 the eateri-
Ients saccessfully rem: the genital rein-
tin: recorded firm the iricrzazt- the results de-
an‘streze Eat the reintiaa cf 3.;1;erian /e,c>.asl
cz-m be explairzei in terms cf :21.m of :Jan—
(fibula: degr‘essien. of Li? sgreaiisg a: met—.9,
and of lingal and labial mien fer: wartim-
l=_t varieticn- this assnes the". reirntien is a.
process of Mimi. and mt (me of sxcstitzzzing
amusetcfnacoeuvres farfiaeraiineivmel. The
grad l fiectral trazsiticn 5:111 :Drrei‘xei to
fully rained degeais a; which augments heater to

- tLt'Zei 50-11 and how 51:. If the? is a. tiers:-
dy far m'eLiaz. he sages: the fellatg
order: 33111343.: dqxessizn. meaticn. lip
activity.

'Ihe formant freqaeqcies yielded in the _ exmrflintalts

do ‘not reproduce those of the informant exactly.
To do that, it would be necessary to model the in-

fomant's am vocal tract. The results have general
interest orecisely because the observed Spectral

terximes were reproduced by manipulating a set of

profiles that were chosen at randon.

We propose that the feature that distinguishes the
reidng set /e,o,a/ flan the. nonreducing set
/i,q,a/ is the degree "of”jaw opening, and that the
other phonetic correlates of reduction are sub-

sned. 'Ihe reducing set are [open] and the

rxxzrechcing set [nonopen]. Vowel reductim in
ailgarian will then be captured by the follmving

‘mle:

[men] —) [-open]
[—stress]
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